EMS Information Bulletin 2017-20

DATE: Nov. 16, 2017

SUBJECT: Limited continuing education opportunities on TRAIN PA

TO: Pennsylvania EMS providers
Pennsylvania EMS agencies

FROM: John F. Englert, EMS program manager

The Bureau of Emergency Medical Services (Bureau) is aware that as of Nov. 14, 2017, continuing education opportunities on the TRAIN PA learning management system have become limited. This limitation is due in part to a contract expiration with the current education vendor. The Bureau is diligently working on a new contract for continuing education courses, with the hope that educational opportunities will be available before the end of 2017.

However, please know that there are several Bureau-owned courses that remain on TRAIN PA, and the Bureau is continuing to add more content. As additional courses become available, the Bureau will provide notice of new offerings via email from the TRAIN PA system.